
The Progressive Anti-War Movement

The Progressive Anti-War Movement is a group of workers, stu-
dents and activists who have come together to oppose the milita-
rism and imperialist aggression of the U.S. ruling class. We are 
working to unite all progressive, peace-minded people to rebuild 
the fractured American anti-war movement. We know that war 
is not a product of „human nature“ but of class society, and that 
we can never be rid of war until we rid ourselves of class soci-
ety. Socialist revolution is our ultimate goal and the only path 
through which real and lasting peace can be achieved. Build the 
Progressive Anti-War Committees and join the fight for peace!

Introduction

This issue of the Progressive Anti-War Bulletin covers the situation 
at our southern border. Although one wouldn’t describe what is hap-
pening there as “war” in a traditional sense, it is a militaristic and 
imperialist venture. Camps are being set up, troops are being de-
ployed and people are dying in the hundreds. To combat this aggres-
sion at the border is a duty of the Progressive Anti-War Movement!  

Last surviving Nuremberg Prosecutor calls 
American Immigration Policy a Crime Against 

Humanity

(Aug. 9) Last August, in an interview with the outgoing U.N. hu-
man rights commissioner, Ben Ferencz, last living prosecutor at the 
Nuremberg Trials, identified the U.S. policy of family separation as 
a crime against humanity. “We list crimes against humanity in the 
Statute of the International Criminal Court. We have ‘other inhuma-
ne acts designed to cause great suffering’. What could cause greater 
suffering than what they did in the name of immigration law?” Fe-
rencz, 99, was responsible for prosecuting the Einsatzgruppen Case, 
wherein 22 Nazi functionaries and industrialists were found guilty 
of the murder of more than one million human beings. Since those 
comments were made, the situation on the border has only deterio-
rated. Children stolen from their parents and placed in the custody 
of white families, outbreaks of preventable disease, physical and 
sexual assaults and deaths have all been reported in the mainstream 
press. Alongside Mr. Ferencz’ statement, we might point out some 
criteria the U.N. convention used to determine if an act is genocide:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated 
to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.

U.S. Puppet AMLO follows Trump Lead, takes 
Hard-line Approach to Refugees Fleeing Imperial 

Drug War in Central America

(Apr. 29) A surprise raid by Mexican authorities on a caravan of 
migrants traveling through the country this week marked a public 
shift in the country’s response to large groups of Central American 
refugees amid widespread pressure by the Trump Administration to 
prevent another public display of U.S. Border Patrol repression on 
the northern border. Mexican immigration agents along with fed-
eral police raided a group of Central American refugees traveling 
on foot Monday in the southern state of Chiapas. Officials said the 
operation resulted in the detention of 371 men, women, and chil-
dren — the largest single raid on a caravan since the groups be-
gan traveling through the country last year and a reversal from 
Mexico’s previous approach. Monday’s raid resulted in the break-
up of the 3,000-person caravan, sending refugees scrambling into 
the nearby hills in search of hiding. Images of immigration agents 
pulling children into vans from their crying mothers were released 
shortly after. Left unsaid is that the U.S. has provided funding 
and training with the express intent of militarizing the Mexi-
co-Guatemala border, in effect outsourcing repression designed 
to contained the American-made nightmare in Central America.

Right-wing militia holds over 200 migrants 
hostage, advocates genocide as solution to border 

crisis

(May 7) In late April a group belonging to the “United Constitution-
al Patriots” militia (UCP) surrounded and detained a group of over 
200 migrants at the border in New Mexico, leading to the eventu-
al arrests of several leading militia members. The militiamen de-
fended their actions, claiming migrants were never specifically told 
that they could not leave, and therefore they had not really detained 
them. This is obviously a useless attempt to wiggle into some legal 
loophole. Steven Brant, a former member of the UCP, told police 
that another member, Armando Gonzalez, advocated the mass-mur-
der of migrants while the militia was detaining them. “Why are we 
just apprehending them and not lining them up and shooting them?” 
Gonzalez asked about a group that had been detained. “We have 
to go back to Hitler days and put them all in a gas chamber.” It is 
outrageous to think that in the midst of armed men like this that 
anyone was “free to leave.” Armed groups like the UCP, which are 
nothing more than neo-fascist thugs, enjoy a great degree of free-
dom to operate on the border. In spite of these arrests, the border 
patrol has a history of cooperation with these groups, even giving 
them information and resources to conduct their vigilante patrols.

U.S. Troops arrive in Guatemala as America ramps 
up its war on migrants

(Jun. 3) The Defense Minister of Guatemala has confirmed the U.S. 

military presence in the country has increased in an effort to halt mi-
grants attempting to cross the Guatemala-Mexico border in order to 
reach America. The present policy of the imperialist ruling class is to 
create pro-U.S. ‘plug states’ by propping up right-wing governments 
like the one in Guatemala to halt migration from Central America, 
and to help force Mexico to make them comply with U.S. policy. As 
the fortunes of the ruling class begin to slip, it finds armed force to 
be the solution to its problems. They are beginning to remember that 
the gun is the fundamental basis of their political power. The efforts 
of the imperialists to make the border stronger and deadlier, cor-
responds to their general world-strategy. In order to preserve their 
world, the one divided in two between the ultra-wealthy imperialist 
states and desperately poor Third World, military force must take a 
front seat. Without true opposition the situation will never improve, 
people are dying already, and with every moment they remain un-
challenged the ruling class and their government grow bolder.

Water “tastes like bleach” in South Texas 
McAllen Concentration Camp

(Jun. 23) An attorney interviewing migrants being held in a U.S. 
Customs and Border Patrol camp reported inhumane living conditi-
ons for those being detained. Facilities are criminally overcrowded 
and inhabitants are sometimes forced to sleep outside a building 
where the water “tastes like bleach.” “It was so bad that the mot-
hers would save any bottled water they could get and use that to 
mix the baby formula,” reported one attorney working as part of 
a group investigating camp conditions. Migrants are being refused 
proper medical care by the government holding them in captivity. 
The collapse of basic hygiene combined with overcrowding has 
instigated widespread illness. Small children with no clean clothes 
smeared in mucus are commonplace here, and the Trump adminis-
tration recently canceled English classes, recreational programs 
and legal aid for unaccompanied minors in these facilities. A lack 
of funds were blamed, however when Terry Canales, a Democra-
tic Party politician in Texas, asked the Border Patrol for a list of 
items the public could donate to make up for shortages, he was told 
they do not accept donations. The solutions to the cruelties of capi-
talism that the Terry Canales of the world offer have never panned 
out, and are now not even given the chance to fail. Until the gre-
at mass of people reject the misdirection of those who work with 
the devils that beat us down, we will not know peace or freedom.

Democrats fold, agree to pay for concentration 
camps on U.S. border with Mexico

(Jun. 27) Despite the so-called tough talk given by Pelosi and “pro-
gressives” in the Democratic party, the house ultimately voted to 
render the $ 4.6 billion requested to expand operations on the south-
ern border. These “operations”, as most of the country is now aware, 
include the funding of “detention” camps where migrant families 
are separated and put in extraordinarily cruel and inhumane con-
ditions until their eventual deportation. Recently even mainstream 
media sources had begun accurately labeling these “concentration 
camps”, while Republicans and corporate Democrats shunned the 
label as politically charged. It is indeed politically charged, but 
not incorrect. As you read this migrant families are being sepa-
rated and placed in camps that lack proper climate control in ex-
treme heat and cold, water in a dry desert, and health facilities in 
crowded quarters overcome with disease and filth. These camps 
are for migrants, and are completely unique even as compared to 
our already disgusting prison system. No case can be effectively 
made for their existence, and yet the very people who pose as the 
“progressive” protectors of human rights, are the very same who 
gave $ 4.6 billion to their maintenance. It is clear that the only 
“resistance” will be a people’s resistance, and we are alone in it.

Another detainee dies at immigrant “detention 
center” in Houston

(Jun. 30) At the notorious Houston Contract Detention Facility in 
Texas, another detainee has died. Honduran migrant Yimi Alex-
is Balderramos-Torres was reportedly found “unresponsive in his 
dormitory” while in ICE custody, and was transferred to a local 
hospital where he was pronounced dead at age 30. The authori-
ties refuse to release a cause of death, and continue to stonewall 
journalists investigating facility conditions. While ICE claims 
that they provide “comprehensive medical care” for all detainees, 
their private, for-profit “detention facilities” are constantly criti-
cized for unsanitary and inhumane conditions. These claims are 
further contradicted by the sheer number of deaths and abuses 
reported at their facilities throughout the country—one that con-
tinues to rise daily. There is no reason to expect conditions will 
improve in these facilities, after all “human rights” simply do not 
factor into the profit motive. Unless a movement of the revolution-
ary masses puts a stop to these private concentration camps, they 
will claim more lives just like Yimi Alexis Balderramos-Torres.

Trump declares success as arrests dip at border, 
but continue to rise in Mexico by his order

(Jul. 9) The Department of Homeland Security announced a dip in 
the number of arrests at the border since the U.S.-instructed increase 
in anti-immigrant raids by Mexican authorities. The Trump admin-
istration was quick to announce “progress” in the fight to resolve 
the border crisis, but really no such progress has been made. The 
number of refugees attempting the perilous journey to the U.S. con-
tinues to grow, all that has changed is where they are being stopped. 
For the Trump administration, “progress” is simply putting some of 
the grisly realities of the border crisis out-of-sight and out-of-mind. 
Arrests, detentions and killings are still occurring and growing in 
frequency, both on and off American soil. Trump and his cronies 
talk about resolving the border crisis, but don’t know or care that 
a vast majority of refugees attempting to cross the border are mo-
tivated by the unbearable conditions in their own countries created 

by capitalism—more specifically, U.S. imperialism. The inhumane 
and militaristic tactics of the U.S. government to solve the border 
crisis only intensifies suffering, and ultimately does nothing to ad-
dress its root cause: imperialism. Only the movement of the revolu-
tionary masses can address that, and nothing can stop its progress.

Migrant Children Subjected to Systematic Sexual 
Abuse in ICE Camps

(Jul. 10) In reports issued by the Inspector General of the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security and NBC News, children held in Yuma 
migrant detention centers reported sexual assaults and retaliations 
for complaints. Girls as young as 15 report being groped during se-
curity checks while officers laughed, and at least one young boy 
was so afraid to ask for new underwear, for fear of bullying and 
retaliation, that he wore soiled undergarment for 10 days. These 
latest reports come after a string of reviews by the DHS Inspec-
tor General that reveal squalid and horrific conditions at all con-
centration camps administered by ICE. This past February, it was 
revealed that 4,500 cases of sexual assault had been filed over 
the previous 4 years by children in order patrol custody. Sexual 
assault is merely one of the grievous psychological totures visit-
ed upon captive children by the U.S. government. Pediatricians, 
U.S. legislators, mainstream news outlets and other federal agen-
cies report inhumane conditions including overcrowding, spoiled 
food, verbal and physical assault, sleep deprivation, sleeping on 
concrete, denial of basic toiletries and much, much more. When 
the true horrors of this period in the oppression of migrants is 
written, the just will have been correct, and the consequences, if 
there are any at all, will have come too late and been too mild.

July 14th Immigration Arrest Wave Fails to 
Materialize, More Arrests on the Way

(Jul. 15) Despite the announced plans by the Immigration and Cus-
toms Enforcement agency in the United States targeting 2,000 un-
documented immigrants across the country, nothing extraordinary 
has been reported. Southern Florida, the Bay Area, Southern Cali-
fornia, Houston and Chicago reported no activity. Surprise raids oc-
curred the Saturday before in New York City but were unsuccessful. 
A new plan has been reported which entails smaller scale operations 
taking place over the course of the following week at local officers 
discretion. Arrests have so far remained at a similar level as under 
the Obama administration despite the increased racist rhetoric by the 
current government. The brutality of the American immigration sys-
tem has been used as a political football by Democratic and Republi-
can parties and their respective NGOs to rally support for the coming 
elections despite their functional unity on the issue; suppress immi-
grant workers’ rights and wages here, and keep the rest in factories 
south of the border where wages are even lower. Democratic politi-
cians feign concern for the masses principally as a career-building 
tool, and never truly work for the interests of immigrants or workers. 
Only a movement to overturn their power by the oppressed mass-
es can bring real justice to the cruel system we find ourselves in.

Workers and Activists Call for Amazon to Stop 
Fueling ICE Raids 

(Jul. 16) The week of the 14th, activists rallied in eight cities across 
the U.S., including the residence of Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos, to de-
mand the company stop aiding U.S. immigration officials in round-
ups that have led to the incarceration and abuse of thousands of mi-
grant children in ICE detention camps. Striking Amazon workers 
recirculated a letter signed last June by 500 Amazon employees de-
manding Amazon stop facilitating the crisis by offering cloud com-
puting services to Palantir, a data-mining firm owned by rightwing 
PayPal founder Peter Thiel. Protesters interrupted Amazon cloud 
computing head Werner Vogels at the July 11th Amazon Web Ser-
vices (AWS) summit in NY this week, where 500 activists gathered 
to demand Amazon end its relationship with Palantir, and cease sell-
ing facial recognition tech to the U.S. government. ICE manages 
their immigration caseload with Palantir software that facilitates 
tracking down would-be deportees. Amazon Web Services hosts 
these databases, while Palantir provides software to organise the 
data. Amazon effectively enables ICE to detain and deport. It is un-
clear how Palantir—whose name derives, fittingly, from a corrupted 
scrying device used by antagonists Sauron and Saruman in the Lord 
of the Rings series—locates potential deportees, but the original sig-
natories of the June letter agreed that Palantir’s (and ICE’s) mission 
would be impossible without Amazon’s cloud computing service.

Trump institutes near-total ban on asylum for 
refugees at the border

(Jul. 18) The Trump administration issued updated regulations on 
new asylum cases at the border to block all refugees if they did not 
first apply for asylum in the country or countries they passed through 
on the way to America. This rule effectively denies asylum to all ref-
ugees coming from countries beyond Mexico outright as Guatemala 
and Mexico crack down on the so-called migrant caravans moving 
north. This rule is part of an all-out effort by the ruling class to mili-
tarize the border and seal it against the masses of refugees their poli-
cies are creating in Latin America. Lawsuits are being launched over 
the legality of the rule by groups like the ACLU, but the question is 
not if the decision is legal, but if we will allow it to stand. Many bla-
tantly illegal acts perpetrated by the Trump administration are iden-
tified as such, yet are allowed to stand by the inaction or approval of 
congress and the courts. The naked interests of the ruling class are 
winning over the political football being played between the parties. 
We cannot rest our hope in more lawsuits and congressional games, 
the only thing that can break the anti-people offensive launched by 
the Trump administration is a revolutionary movement of the people.

Oppose Imperialism – Stop the War! 
Contact us at:      REVOLUTIONARYAIM@YANDEX.COM
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